In compliance with DepEd Order No. 8, s. 2013, this Advisory is issued for the information of DepEd officials, personnel/staff, as well as the concerned public.

(Visit www.deped.gov.ph.)

PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS OF THE PHILIPPINE FOUNDATION FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (PFST)

The Philippine Foundation for Science and Technology (PFST) has designed the following Programs and Projects to promote science and technology consciousness among the youth and various sectors of society:

1. **Philippine Science Centrum (PSC).** This premier learning center that unfolds new exciting process of Science-learning system through the use of integrative and interactive exhibits is located at E-Com Building, Riverbanks Center, *Barangka*, Marikina City, and is open from Mondays to Saturdays, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.;

2. **Philippine Science Centrum Traveling Exhibitions includes** *Adventures in Discovery (AID); Sci-Fun Caravan (SFC); Science on the Move (SOM); Science Works! (SW); and Science Sparks! (SP)* featuring replicas of PSC’s popular interactive exhibits which primarily aim to reach the various individuals communities, academic institutions and organizations in the countryside;

3. **Trainings, Seminars and Workshops for Science Teachers** either in the elementary or secondary level, introducing the interactive and integrative approaches/strategies in teaching Science and Science-related subjects:
   a. **Hands on-Minds on Microscale Chemistry Workshop.** This is a one-two days (live-in or live-out) seminar-workshop that offers opportunity to learn effective Chemistry teaching strategies using the Laboratory In A Box (LaB);
   b. **Teachers Science Camp.** This is a three-day (live-in or live-out) seminar-workshop on “Teaching Science Through Interactive and Integrative Approaches” designed for Science teachers; and

4. **Science Centrum Fabrication, Inc. (SCFI)** is an exhibit fabrication unit of PFST for interactive exhibits with technical capability of developing, prototyping, fabricating and/or manufacturing interactive exhibits and other paraphernalia for the promotion and development of Science and Technology.

More information may be inquired from:

The Philippine Foundation for Science and Technology (PFST)
Philippine Science Centrum (PSC), E-Com Building
Riverbanks Center, *Barangka*, Marikina City
Telephone Nos.: (02) 942-5136; (02) 942-4137
Telefax No.: (02) 942-5091
Mobile Phone Nos.: 0915-605-9031; 0917-526-6356
E-mail Addresses: pfst@science-centrum.ph; pfst_psc@yahoo.com; info@pfst.org.ph
Website Addresses: www.pfst.org; www.science-centrum.ph